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1. General:

The CRDM group and individual control system is by its function of drive magnets supply
voltage shut down incorporated in the emergency shut down system. Concept of this function
is solved through hardwired logic and therefore the SW of the entire system has not character
of software for computers in the safety systems of nuclear power stations. However, this
system is safety related system of nuclear reactor and therefore, it shall meet requirement for
assurance of the generation and documentation of its software in conformance with the IEC
880 standard.

Meeting requirements and recommendations of the IEC 880 standard leads to designing and
coding of suitable SW development and maintenance technology in its entire life cycle.
Consequently it is necessary to generate all required documentation. In other words the
process of SW generation with the documented quality assurance consists of two parts-a
practical part incorporating the SW developments and a formal part incorporating generation
of the documentation.

2. SW Quality Assurance

The quality assurance of the highly reliable software generation requires to use an advanced
technology of programming.

The principles applied in developing these requirements include:

- best available practice of staff
- top-down design methods
- modularity and using high level programming languages
- verification of each phase
- clear documentation
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- auditable documents
- validation testing

The principal demand to generate highly reliable SW is to elaborate the project incorporating:

- functional requirements for computer based system
- requirements for computer HW including communication buses
- requirements for SW
- requirements for process hardware/software integration
- requirements for commissioning and testing

An integral part shall be :

- SW quality assurance plan
- Verification plan of SW requirements
- Verification plan of individual SW development phases
- Validation plan of the entire SW
- Commissioning and FAT plan

The management of the SW verification and validation shall be evaluated by individuals who
did not participate in the development phase in accordance with the respective plan. The
verification and validation results are being documented in form of reports on reviews and
tests.

3. SW Design and Coding

Meeting all requirements of the highly reliable SW generation process requires to impose
great demands on the enlarged non-productive designers and programmers team activities
All required and recommended operations are usually maintained by many programmers.
However, the necessity to follow up sequence of activities in development phases and
contemporary reports on results of activities rises demands on the programmer capacity.
These activities are not always been carried out with enthusiasms. But the reason for which
these activities are necessary to be required is to eliminate non controlled SW development.

The similar problem results from the necessity to join other "individuals" in the process of
verification and validation. These people has to be skilled in programming or controlled
technology and shall be able to assess the final SW from the practical and formal point of
view. But shortage of both skilled staff and time required for these activities and also a great
volume of activities connected with documentation prevents from doing it properly and in
time.

Shortage of information is an important problem in controlled SW design and coded process
and prevents to meet all requirements of the development phase. This problem rises together
with even more detailed design. This enables the person in charge of the certain design phase
to enter unverified missing data. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure verification and approval
to this amendments.
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Another reason is the variety of approaches of programmers to the same problem. It is
possible to determine formal regulations and require to be adhered to, but the most effective
method is to generate a system supporting these activities. It is recommended to separate the
SW generation into two parts. The first part is usually called the system SW and the other one
user's SW.

The system SW is generated by the people having detailed knowledge of computers and shall
create a friendly environment for the designers of user's software being more experienced in
controlled technology than in computers. Quality and function of the system SW with
supporting tools for the development of the user's SW has influence on the final SW quality
of the entire system.

The further problem, while generating a reliable SW including quality assurance
documentation, is utilization of the already completed SW generated either by foreign
supplier or generated previously as its own product. There are two contrary attributes:
practical reference of the utilization of the existing SW versus undocumented verification
process. Despite this it is of advantage to utilize such SW and verification process supported
by additional function tests.

4. SKODA CONTROLS Approach

When implementing CRDM group and individual control systems SKODA CONTROLS
followed the experiences in designing and programming of the control systems based on its
own microcomputer system PRIMIS-SoFIC .

The PRJMIS-SoFIC control system has been developed while respecting the most
recommended features having influence on safety of operation of the controlled plant. The
system SW meets most of the features recommended by IEC 880 standard.

This system SW supports directly the modular programming of the user's programs. The
individual modules are programmed in the high level PL/M programming language. These
modules are placed on the suitable execution level with an implicitly defined condition for
turning on. The system SW integrates in a appropriate way conditions for developing,
loading, storing, start-up, debugging and operating of the user's control algorithm, all in real
time. An integral part of the system SW are communication operations where the user's SW
can be written and/or read only via definitely specified data interface.

The CRDM group and individual control system is designed as a three-level distributed
control system. Whole system is interconnected via redundant communication buses with
unambiguously defined and minimized interface towards other foreign systems.

The features of the system SW provided for a quick, transparent and trouble-free
implementation of the user's programs. The system features also provided to change
operatively the insufficiently documented details in basic technical conditions. Despite
troubles with clarification, verification and confirmation of these changes and amendments
the user's program was changed and tested in a very short period of time and in a trouble-free
way.
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5. Verification and Validation Process

Verification and validation process of CRDM group and individual control system presents
particularly the problem of how to manage its formal part. In addition, there was requirement
for all materials to be in Russian language and in the form and scope agreed upon with the
Ukrainian specialists.

The verification and validation process was under supervision of the commission which for
this purpose created a working group involving specialist from Ukrainian Nuclear Regulatory
Administration, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, South-Ukrainian Nuclear Power Plant and
SKODA CONTROLS.

The used system S W required to implement the verification process by performing the range
of supplementary tests and document herewith its quality. These tests are involved in the
verification plan and results of them are specified in respective reports. The reason for such a
process was that the system S W has been originally developed for applications except NPPs
at the time when requirements for documenting the process of S W quality assurance were not
generally required. Its practical usage has been supported by a successful and trouble-free
implementation of a few tens of reliably operating applications within past five years. The
complete verification process has been implemented on a new backed-up redundant
communications subsystem created after successfully operated simple communications.

Generation of user's SW has been implemented while respecting the whole verification
process from its placing upto fulfilling all requirements for the function of individual
subsystems SW. The main point of the verification itself was targeted to the performing of
the test of the individual program fragments in both real and simulated mode. The utmost
importance has been devoted to the programs which realized algorithms of group and
individual control. This was followed by integration of the entire system completed by the
process of complete function testing within validation. The successful completing of the
verification and validation process acknowledged by Regulatory Administration provided to
initiate the system start-up. This was preceded by complete tests of all functions performed
by the group sublet by the customer for commissioning.

6. Conclusion

To manage implementation of SW of CRDM group and individual control system including
the prescribed process for quality assurance of its generation presented to cope with many
problems not solved in their full extent by that time. Particularly its formal part and its extent
was unknown to us by that time. Also documentation of the entire process in Russian
language searching appropriate expressions was very demanding. At the end, we managed to
meet all requirements of the Ukrainian Nuclear Regulatory Administration and the system
could be installed and put in service.

The CRDM group and individual control system has been operating successfully on the Unit I
of the South-Ukrainian NPP for more than six months.

We would like to thank to Ukrainian party for the kind assistance because despite its rightful
and uncompromising requirement to fulfill all required procedures of the verification and
validation process was-very helpful to us.
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